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EVANGELICAL VISITOR
"The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life, and he that winneth souls is wise."

Volume XXXVI

NAPPANEE, INDIANA, MARCH 19, 1923

JESUS IS COMING?
Proclamation of the fact by Christ Himself. Jno. 14:3.
Attestation of the fact by the angels. Acts 1:10, 11.
Ascension. The nature of His going. Acts 1:9.
Location. The place of His departure. Acts 1:12.
Condition of the world at His return. Matt. 24:37-39; 2 Pet.
3:3, 4.
Preparation for His coming. Matt. 24:44.
Expectation. To be the attitude of Christians during Christ's
absence. Matt. 25:13.
Dissemination of the Gospel in this dispensation. Matt. 24:14.
Revelation of the promised Redeemer. Matt. 26:64.
Description of the publicity of the coming. Matt. 24:27.
Compensation of faithful believers at the coming. Matt. 24:31.
Resurrection of "the dead in Christ" at the coming. 1 Thess.
4:16.
Translation of the saints at the coming. 1 Thess 4:17.
Separation of the saved and unsaved at the coming. Matt.
24:40, 41.
Consolation afforded us by the truth of the doctrine of
Christ's return. 1 Thess. 4:17, 18. '
Supplication by believers "who love His appearing." Rev.
22:20.
Conflagration of good deeds that are not "in the Lord." 1
Cor. 3:15.
Tribulation to come upon the world as a judgment, upon the
church as a testing time. Matt. 24:21.
Commendation of Christians for their righteous deeds. Matt.
25:34.
Condemnation of unsaved and rebellious people. Matt. 25:41;
II Pet. 3:6, 7.
Glorification of believers at the coming. 1 Cor. 15:51, 52;
1 Jno. 3:2; Phil. 3:21.
Consummation of this dispensation of grace. Matt. 24:14.
Isolation of the church during the great tribulation. Rev. 12:6.
Restoration of the Jews to Palestine. Jer. 32:36-41.
Restoration of all things. Acts 3:21.
Coronation of Jesus the Saviour to be "King of kings and
Lord of lords." Rev. 19:16. Sel. by Alvah Wingert.
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NOTICE: PENNSYLVANIA STATE COUNCIL.

VISITOR

Monday, March 19, 1928
LOVE FEASTS

Pennsylvania
The date for Pennsylvania State Council will be
Fairland M. H
May 23-24
Thursday, April 5th. The opening will be at 8:30 A. M.
Elizabethtown M. H
May 29-30
when Elder S. G. Engle of Philadelphia will discuss
Ohio
Christia(n Stewardship. The general business of the Chestnut Grove
May 26-27
council will be taken up at 9:30 A. M.
Inasmuch as a subject was prepared for State
KINDLE REVIVAL FIRES
council of 1922 by Eld. Eli M. Engle on "Church Government" that did not get a hearing for lack of time and an
Do not wait for the evangelist to come along. Every
audience it will be given first consideration following pastor and every lay member of the church should work
the formal opening a,t 8:30. Subjects for consideration of for a real revival. This is what the church needs above
the council should be received by March 25.
all things. And this is what she may have if she will pay
If time permits at the close of the Council, Elder the price. It is within reach of every society. Oh, for agAbner Martin will present "Feasible Methods of Enlarg- onizing prayer. The Lord is pleased to have His people
in earnest for souls. He is intensely interested in saving
ing the Home Mission Work in Penna."
the lost, and desires that we shall share His passion.
We trust that the interest and attendance as maniDo not be content to go on month after month and
fested in the past several years will be continued.
not see any people converted. So far as one can judge
Enos H. Hess, State Secretary.
from what he hears and sees in some places, the having a
revival does not seem to occupy a very prominent place
ARE YOU INTERESTED IN TITHING?
in the church program. But we are persuaded that this
is the chief business of God's people and all of the maIf Yes, write us for 30 large page, closely printed chinery of the church should be operated with this end
pamphlets, 240 pages by 25 authors. Three playlets are in view.
included.
Let us pray earnestly that the Lord will graciously
visit
us with a special outpouring of the Holy Spirit and
If you decide to keep them, send us 30 cents. If not,
give
us
many souls.—Free Methodist. I
return them in the same envelope. We will pay return
postage.
He who has not been born again—twice born—does
If you send 30 cents with your order and decide to renot have a spiritual birthright.
turn the pamphlets, we will refund the 30 cents.
Please mention the Evangelical Visitor; also give
your denomination.
Queen Victoria of. England once said to her Jewish
The Layman Company, 35 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Prime Minister, "Can you give me one verse in the Bible
that will prove its truth?" He replied, "Your Majesty, I
NOTICE
will give you one word—Jew. If there was nothing else to
In view of the annual obligation in connection with the Jab- stamp the truth of the Bible, the history of the Jew? is
bok orphanage, of Oklahoma, of raising $500.00 for the benefit of sufficient." "Then you take the Bible literally?" "Oh yes,
the doners of this property to the church, we again present this
your Majesty. God said what He meant.'
reminder to the different districts, as well as individuals, trusting
Yet the Lord will command his loving kindness in the
you will come up to the help of the Lord.
daytime,
and in the night his song shall be with me.
About eight or ten children have been admitted into the
home in the recent past, and they need our care. Crop prospects Psa. 42:8.
also are not looking very favorable on account of dry weather; in
God commendeth his love toward us, in that, while
some places the wheat is dieing. So let us ask the Lord: What wilt
we
were
yet sinners, Christ died for us. Rom. 5:8.
Thou have me to do?
Look up, and lift up your heads; for your redemption
THE TRUSTEES,
By Jacob N. Engle.
draweth nigh. Luke 21:28.
Him that cometh to me I will in no wise cast out.
A CLASSIFIED REPORT
John 6:37.
Charge them that are rich * * * that they be not
Of death notices appearing in the Evangelical Visitor during the year 1922.
high-minded, nor trust in * * * riches, but in the living
Less than one year old, 8.
God. 1 Tim. 6:17.
From one to ten, 8.
' From ten to twenty, 7.
Surely I know that it shall be well with them that
From twenty to thirty, 5.
•
fear God, which fear before him. Ecc. 8:12.
From thirty to forty, 3.
From forty to fifty, 7.
I will publish the name of the Lord: ascribe ye greatFrom fifty to sixty, 8.
ness
unto our God. Deut. 32:3.
From sixty to seventy, 15.
From seventy to eighty, 26.
I will be a Father unto you, and ye shall be my sons
From eighty to ninety, 19.
and daughters, seith the Loied Almighty. 2 Cor. 6:18.
Total, 106.
Sent by Alvah Wingert.
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taneous generation a logical and consistent scientific fact.
Some evolutionists let God have some credit in the bringing forth of living forms but presume that it took thousands yea, millions of years to accomplish the desired end.
EDITORIAL
We worship a God whose ways are past finding out or
explaining but by faith we believe nevertheless in the
Quoting from "Emblems of the Holy Spirit" by F. E.
things we do not fully understand.
H.
Marsh as given by B. McCall Barbour of Edinburgh, divine healing can be analyzed as follows:
'WHAT DOES THE CHURCH NEED?'
I. Does God heal to-day? Yes! (Hebrews 13:8.)
II. Does God always heal? No! (II Corinthians
This question is agitating the minds of the people,
12:9.)
and various answers have been offered. One answer is
III. What are the conditions for healing? (a) That that the church ought to have better paid preachers.
it is God's will to do so; (b) that we are right with Him to Others suggest that the people ought to be better edureceive it.
cated. Again others claim that if the church would be
IV. How does God deliver in sickness? (a) By re- used as a social center, where people would come together
moval of it; (b) by strengthening to bear it (I Cor. 10: and exchange ideas, and play games, etc., the problem
13; II Cor. 12:9.)
would be solved.
V. Does God ever use means? Yes! (Isaiah 38:21;
But the Spirit-filled person can immediately detect
John 9:6, 11; Acts 19:11, 12; 1 Tim. 5:23; James 5:14.) that these answers are all wrong. What the church needs
VI. What is the right attitude of the, believer in is not better paid preachers, not more education—tho
sickness? (1) To say, 'It is here'—face the fact. (2) To that may have its value—not more amusement, but the
ask, 'Why is it here?' (a) natural neglect; (b) spiritual old-time Holy Ghost power as it was manifested in the
chastisement (Heb. 12:6) ; (c) to manifest the works of early church.
God (John 9:3.) (3) to ask, 'Lord, what wilt Thou have
Before Jesus ascended to the Father he told His disme to do?' (Means or no means— 'Thy will be done.'
ciples what to do before they entered upon their minisVII. What is the wrong attitude of the believer in try. He did not say that they should wait till they were
sickness? (1) That of 'Christian Science,' which says it educated; nor did he tell them to tarry till they were
does not exist and tries to ignore it. (2) That which ex- better paid; nor did he want them to wait till they were
cludes God from the case—for all that comes to the be- properly organized, but He told them to tarry until they
liever, who is in His will, happens by God's permission were endued with power from on high. The disciples
(Proverbs 3:5, 6.) (3) That which says we must always obeyed, and oh, what a power they became in the world. In
take meajis, and shuts out the possibility of God healing a short time the doctrines of Christianity were spreading
apart from means. (4) That which says we must never into all parts of the world, Rom. 10:18 and the disciples
use means; for God, Who has provided such, may have were known as the people who turn the world upside
many purposes to fulfill for His glory and our good in down. Act. 17:6.
requiring us to use them.
The early church did not only have this Holy Ghost
If we accept the Bible as the infallible word of God power, but they were very particular that their converts
we must accept the fact of divine healing both in the Old should receive the same power. After the revival in Saand New Testament times.
maria Peter and John were sent down there, and "they
Some question the probability of the experience now. prayed for them, that they might receive the Holy
To such we would refer to "Modern Miracles," by Rev. Ghost." Acts 8:15. When the apostle Paul came to EphH. T. Davis, published by A. Sims, Toronto, Ont., in which esus he found certain disciples Acts 19:1-6. He did not
a number of instances of instantaneous healing are given. ask them any foolish questions, but he came right to the
Leprosy, broken and dislocated bones, cancer, erysipelas, point and asked them if they had received the Holy
and preachers sore throat are among the ailments that Ghost.
were miraculously and instantly cured.
If the professed Church of Jesus Christ today would
The writer was skeptical as to the instantaneous insist that their young converts should receive this anhealing of broken bones but the data in the above re- ointing from on high what a power they would be. But inferred book and testimony of one healed where an x-ray stead of that, when there are any who profess conversion,
picture showed the broken bone but in two days was per- it is supposed that they need some entertainment to keep
fectly healed was evidence enough to change his position. them in the church. A young convert does not need enThe fact demonstrated the generative or regener- tertainment, he needs the power of the Holy Ghost in his
ative power of God through His fiat or spoken word.
life, to help to fight against sin, and to testify for His
If God can instantly heal broken bones and restore Master. 0. for the old-time Holy Ghost power! Thank God
those who are given up by the physicians as incurables we can have it today, if we want it.
it is proof of the generative power He possesses a,nd demLet us notice carefully the question that Paul asked.
onstrates the proof of Psa. 33:9, and makes the origin of He did not ask them if their sins were pardoned, or if
life and man as the climax in the living realm, by instan- they had been baptized, or if they were enjoying their
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religion, but he ca;me straight to the point and asked
them if they had received the Holy Ghost. Suppose every
one that reads this would ask himself this question and
not be satisfied until he could answer it in the affirmative.
0, what a power for God we could be.
This is what the church needs. This is what we as
the Brethren in Christ need. I realize, we are entering
upon a new epoch of our church. Many of our young people are being educated, and unless they receive this Holy
Ghost power, and remain humble at the feet of Jesus,
they will become a power in the hands of the enemy, instead of becoming a power for God. Hence let us everywhere teach, and preach, and insist and pray that God
may pour out His Spirit upon us, for without Him we can
do nothing. John 15:5. On the other hand, .if we have
Him, we will be a, power in the world for the salvation
of souls.
P. J. Wiebe.
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means God has put into our hand for guiding us aright in
' the 0. T. Now this is not putting the N. T. back into the
Old and making the Scriptures speak mechanically the
same in all centuries, but it is to use all the light the
N. T. gives us for the right apprehension of the teachings
of preceding centuries in all their relations. It is to en, ter the vast building of God by the door which He has
made and to obtain the view of the edifice He from the
first designed that we should obtain. It is not to put the
door far within the building or in any other position than
the one determined by the plan of the great builder. This
is not the only way to enter, but it is the best way for it
is God's way. Those who enter the 0. T. by any other
way do by that profess that they can without intermediate aid leap from 1900 A. D. to 1500 B. C. and judge
that time and its work correctly. But no other history is
treated in that fashion.
>

IV. The unity of the Scriptures and the New Testament
as the Crown of the Old, favor the second method
PROPHECY
of approach. Augustine said: Novum Testamentum in
vetere la,tet, vetus testamentum in novo patet; that is
JACOB HENRICHS
to say "The New Testament is in the Old contained, the
Old Testament is by the New explained." Dr. E. Y. MulLesson III.
lins in his book on "The Christian Religion
in the
The Method of Study
Doctrinal Expression" approaches his study of Theology
from Christ and the N. T. as the most reasonable way.
I. Two methods of studying Old Testament Proph- We favor this method in studying 0. T. prophecy. The N.
ecy. We may pursue one of two methods. First, we may T. is not only a literature of the same people in the same
study 0. T. prophecy by itself comparing it with the his- land, with the same general environment as the people in
tory of its age and the various prophecies with each the 0. TV, but it claims to exhibit and does exhibit the
other, or secondly, we may take the N. T. view and use of saime phenomena of prophecy,and also claims to continue
prophecy as our guide in studying its nature and lessons in a higher degree the same line of prophets as in
for us.
the 0. T.
II. Are the claims that the Old Testament must be
V. The greatest of all Hebrew prophets lived and
studied by itself true? This method is the one most frespoke
in N. T. times. To cast out Jesus Christ, John,
quently pursued and we are told by some that it is the
Peter,
Paul, Stephen, James and other N. T. prophets
only method of true science, for we are not justified in
from
the
line of Hebrew seers is not only to deny the N. T.
using the N. T. containing the opinions of men who lived
claim,
but
it is to deny the most potent facts of Hebrew
800 years after the prophets to decide what they thought
literature
and
history, and it is also to deny the law so
or how their words are to be interpreted. If we grant that
precious
to
modern
criticism of the evolution of species
the Scriptures are nothing more than a record of human
and
the
persistency
of fundamental characteristics. By
opinions and acts, we would still be justified in using the
what
law
of
history
is
prophecy shown to be of the 0. T.
N. T. as a commentary upon the 0. T., for it is the greatalone?
There
is
no
such
law or history. Those whose
est work of the same people in the same land with the
words
and
deeds
make
up
the N. T. were all Hebrews,
same worship and with the same traditions as the men of
were
intimately
familiar
with
the prophecy of the 0. T.
the 0. T. while we are of a different family of nations and
and
claim
not
only
to
interpret
that prophecy in its esrequire the most diligent study of helps to learn what was
common to them. If extreme modern criticism ca,n and sential significance, but claim also to continue the same
does use the Talmud (A. D. 5-700) to teach us what the prophecy in the- same spirit and for the same ends.
habits and thoughts and doctrines of the Jews were in the
first Christian century, we may by exact parody of reason
PREACHERS ON STILTS
use the N. T. as our best commentary on the 0. T. for it is
not separated from the prophets as far as the Talmud is
Remember that in trying to preach >to please two or three
separated from the first Christian century.
wiseacres you will likely let the biggest part of your congregaIII. Arguments in favor of using the New Testa- tion go starving.
Don't parade around in the pulpit on stilts. Get down on the
ment as a key to Old Testament prophecy. If, as we beearth and put the Bread of Life where the common people can
lieve, He who inspired the O. T. also inspired the New
get it. That's what Jesus did, and they heard Him gladly. Don't
then the N. T. is divinely given to interpret to us the 0. put the fodder too high. Jesus didn't say, "Feed my giraffes." He
T. and we cannot pass it by without neglecting the chief said, "Peed my sheep."—Selected.
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THE MODERN DANCE
Evangelist M. F. Ham
Part III.
Because of the debasing and contaminating influences and tendencies of the modern dance, as set out
above, all the churches and all the outstanding leaders in
church and state, have been condemning and protesting
against, the dance since the year 692, and many of them
long before that. The churches and the moral leaders of
the world have believed and continue to believe, that in
proportion as the dance craze a,nd the dance habit grips
the lives of our people as a whole, the moral foundations
of our civilization will be utterly destroyed. They look on
the dance as a giant, pagan Sampson, groping for the
very pillars of the temple of modern life and with the
power apd the purpose to pull them down on us. They regard it as the one gigantic and formidable social octopus
of this day and generation, reaching out its fearful tentacles in all directions, sucking out the precious life blood
and devouring the moral fibre of our manhood and womanhood, on the one hand, while gathering up and breaking to pieces, in its mighty embrace, the six sacred, indispensable and inviolable institutions of our national and social life, viz—(1) the modesty and moral leadership of woman; (2) the sacredness of the sex relation and the marriage tie, and the social salvation involved in married life;
(3) the integrity and upbuilding of the home; (4) the
progress of moral reform; (5) the salvation and uplift of
culture; and (6) the purification and progress of vital,
spiritual religion. If the modern dance triumphs and
comes to really grip the lives of our people as a whole,
then all these great things are lost. They cannot exist
side by side with the dance; one or the other must go.
Mark what these leaders say:
1. The Churches Unqualifiedly Condemn the Dance
(1) Catholic Church Leaders Speak Out
Cardinal O'Connell, of Boston, has followed the Cardinal Vicar in his comprehensive views, seeing in "the
play, the magazine, the ball-room," evidence of "an everincreasing disregard of even the rudiments of common decency of dress, of deportment, of conversation, and of conduct."
Many Catholic Bishops, in answer to an appeal from
the New York Times, joined in vehement denunciation,
giving in their answers appalling experiences which have
come to them by way of confession and basing their condemnation upon such facts as that cited by Archbishop
Spaulding when he declared that nineteen out of every
twenty fallen women coming to his confessional attribute
their downfall to the dance.
The plenary Council of the Roman Catholic Church
met in Baltimore several years ago and uncompromisingly condemned the dance as fraught with the greater danger to morals. The Council said:
"We consider it to be our duty to warn our people
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against those amusements which may easily become to
them an occasion to sin, and especially against the fashionable dances, which, as at present carried on, are revolting to every feeling of delicacy and propriety, and are
fraught with the greatest dangers to morals."
.•
(2) Jewish Leaders Utter Warning
Previous to these public denunciations by the Catholic Church, Rabbi Wise, in Carnegie Hall, launched a
philippic against dancing. In the New York Tribune's report he is represented as saying:
"My objection to so-called modern dancing arises out
of the belief shared by many that it is only a phase of
the widespread social deterioration which we see about us.
Nothing could be more serious to a democracy than that
general lowering of standards, that widespread debasement of tone, the evidences of which are many and multiplying.
"Not only does clean dancing seem to have passed,
but even decent walking is much too rare. One is nauseated by the spectacle of women walking in a suggestive and
vulgar fashion. There is much about the manner and the
matter of womanhood today that suggests a lowered attitude toward life. The women on the streets, and not
merely the women of the streets, look as if they would
copy the fashion of the creatures of the harem save that
they lack the modesty of the women of the harem to be
seen in Eastern lands. The theater but reflects the atmosphere of our day, some of it fine and of high purpose,
but more of it pandering to tastes diseased and decadent."
(3) Episcopal Church Denounces Dance.
Bishop Hopkins, of Vermont, charges the dance with
a, premature excitement of the passions inconsistent with
baptism.
Bishop Mcllvain, of Ohio, says that the only line is
entire exclusion. He declared that "it is renounced in baptism, its renunciation is ratified in confirmation and professed in every participation in the Lord's Supper.
Bishop Coxe, of Western New York, in a Lenten pastoral, said: "I will not confirm anyone who will not renounce the dance."
(4) Presbyterians Also Fear the Dance.
Several years ago, the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian Church put itself on record in these words:
"We regard the promiscuous round dancing by members
of the church as a mournful inconsistency, and the giving
of parties for such dancing on the part of the heads of
families as tending to compromise their religious profession ,and the sending of children of Christian parents to the dancing school as a sad error in family discipline."
Rev. Albert Barnes, the great Presbyterian divine,
and commentator, said: "Dancing, balls, and parties lead
to forgetfulness of God. They nourish passion and sensual desires. They often lead to the seduction and ruin
of the innocent. No child dances into Heaven, but many
a, one dances into Hell."
(5) Condemned by the Methodista
Every Bishop of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
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South, has gone on record in most uncompromising language as being unalterably opposed to the Modern Dance.
Frequent endorsement of this attitude on the part of
the Bishops has been heartily given by the various conferences of the country.
(6) Baptists Always and Everywhere Against the
Dance.
The Southern Baptist Convention,'at its recent meeting at Chattanooga, among other things, had the following things to say about the modern dance: "Another gross
and growing evil must be mentioned. It is the modern
dance. One of the most serious and menacing by-product's of the World War is the great increase in the dance
evil, and the extravagant extremes to which it has gone.
Accompanied, as it is, by immodest dress, by close physical contact of the sexes, by its lack of restraint, it is undoubtedly doing much to undermine the morals of our
young people."
The Northern Baptist Convention, at its recent meeting at Des Moines, Iowa, went even further and declared
for a total suppression of dance halls and a united strike
on the moving pictures by all the Christian people of
the nation.
(7) Lutherans, Disciples, Congregationalists, Etc.,
Join in Condemnation.
Some of the greatest blows against the growing and
corrupting power and practices of the modern dance
have been struck by the Lutherans. And these have been
ably seconded by the strong words and stout deeds of
the Disciples, Congregationalists, United Brethren, Nazarenes and a host of other religious bodies.
II. God's Holy Word Condemns Modern Dance.
For, as pointed out above, the seductive, lustful, social dance of modern times, while not practiced by Jews
or by Christians at first, was well known in Bible times,
and comes in for some terrible condemnations by the apostles. In fact, nothing can be plainer from the teaching
of God's Word than that a dancer cannot be a Christian
and no Christian can be a dancer. The Greek word, Komo
or Komos translated "rioting," in Romans 13:13 and "revellings" in Galatians 5:21, and "revellings" in Peter 4:3
meant dancing in the original. But correct translations
of the original Greek aside, let us take the common English meaning of the word "revellings" in the following
passage, and see where we land: "And the works of the
flesh are manifest, which are these: Adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, hatred, variance, emulations, wrath, strife, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders, drunkenness, revellings and such like; of
the which I tell you before as also I have told you in
times past that they which do such things shall not inherit the Kingdom of God."—Gal. 5:19-21. Now if dancing
isn't revelling then there is no such thing a,s revelling.
'Dancing is also lascivious else nothing is lascivious. If
dancing isn't wanton, then, nothing is wanton. Surely
those two great apostles, Paul and Peter, had abundant
warrant for classing dancing among the lowest and ugliest
lusts of the flesh, and therefore deadly to the soul and
spirit.
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III. Great Editors Condemn the Dance
To attempt to reproduce the mass of editorial condemnation of this great evil would be impossible. Suffice
it to say that the leading editors of the entire country
see in the dance a distinct menace. The following excerpt
from the New York Sun is characteristic:
"Far from being 'new,' these dances are a reversion
to the grossest practices of savage men. They are based
on the primitive motive of the orgies enjoyed by the
aboriginal inhabitants of every uncivilized land. Their
movements and steps have been described with exactitude
by the explorers and missionaries to those people we are
accustomed to regard as inferior. The culminating extravagances are identical with the ends sought by the benighted heathen, save only that the heathen is redeemed
by a frankness of terminology and conduct that has not
yet been attained here.
"Preserved through all the ages by the habitues of
low resorts, by strumpets and their patronst, these dances
have never lost their original reason for existence or been
deprived of their appeal to the profligate and the debased.
Today whether practiced in the lowest brothel or in surroundings more expensive, they retain without change
their original meaning and are unmodified in their effect.
That persons of respectable antecendents have injudiciously endured their introduction in places where decorum
guards chastity has not changed their nature or obscured
their menace."
(To be continued.)
OUR PERFECT COMPENDIUM
The Bible contains light to direct you, food to support you and comfort to cheer you. It is the traveler's
map, the pilgrim's staff, the pilot's compass, the soldier's sword, and the Christian's charter, Christ is its
grand subject, our good its design, and the glory of God
its end. It should fill the memory, rule the heart, and
guide the feet. Read it slowly, frequently, prayerfully.
It is a mine of wealth, a paradise of glory, and a river of
pleasure. It is given you in life, will be opened at the
judgment, and be remembered forever. It involves the
highest responsibility, will reward the greatest labour,
and condemn all who trifle with its sacred contents.
There is no den in the wide world to hide a rogue. Commit a crime, and the earth is made of glass.—Emerson.
Behold, the fear of the Lord, that is wisdom; and to
depart from evil is understanding. Job. 28:28.
Behold, God is mine helper: the Lord is with them
that uphold my soul. Psa. 54:4.
He shall dwell on high; his place of defence shall be
the munitions of rocks. Isa. 33:16.
The earth shall be full of the knowledge of the Lord,
as the waters cover the sea. Isa. 11:9.
It is lawful to do well on the sabbath days Matt. 12:12.
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DIVINE GUIDANCE
"They were forbidden of the Holy Ghost to preach
the word in Asia" (Acts 16:6.)
It is interesting to study the methods of His guidance as it was extended towards these early heralds of
the Cross. It consisted largely in prohibitions, when they
attempted to take another course than the right. When
they would turn to the left, to Asia,, He stayed them.
When they sought to turn to the right, to Bithynia, again
He stayed them. In after years Paul would do some of
the greatest work of his life in that very region; but just
now the door was closed against him by the Holy Spirit.
The time was not yet ripe for the attack on these apparently impregnable bastions of the kingdom of satan. Apollos must come there for pioneer work. Paul and Barnabas are needed yet more urgently elsewhere, and must
receive further training before undertaking this responsible task. Beloved, whenever you are doubtful as
to your course, submit your judgment absolutely to the
Spirit of God, and ask Him to shut against you every door
but the right one. Say, Blessed Spirit, I cast on Thee the
entire responsibility of closing against my steps any and
every course which is not of God. Let me hear Thy voice
behind me whenever I turn to the right hand or the left."
In the meanwhile, continue along the path which you
have been already treading. Abide in the calling in which
you are called, unless you are clearly told to do something
else. The Spirit of Jesus waits to be to you, 0 pilgrim,
what He was to Paul. Only be careful to obey His least
prohibition; and where, after believing prayer, there are
no apparent hindrance's, go forward with enlarged heart.
Do not be surprised if the answer comes in closed doors.
But when doors are shut right and left, an open road is
sure to lead to Troas. There Luke waits, and visions will
point the way, where vast opportunities stand open, and
faithful friends are waiting.—Paul, by Meyer.
"After they were come to Mysia, they assayed to go
into Bithynia; but the Spirit suffered them not"
(Acts 16:7.)
What a, strange prohibition! These men were going
into Bithynia just to do Christ's work, and the door is
shut against them by Christ's own Spirit. I, too, have
experienced this in certain moments. I have sometimes
found myself interrupted in what seemed to me a career
of usefulness. Opposition came and forced me to go back,
or sickness came and compelled me to retire into a desert apart. It was hard at such times to leave my work
undone when I believed that work to be the service of
the Spirit. But I came to remember that the Spirit has
not only times for action, but times in which to forbear
acting. I came to learn that the desert place apart is
often the most useful spot in the varied life of man—
more rich in harvest than the seasons in which the corn
and wine abounded. I have been taught to thank the
blessed Spirit- that many a darling Bithynia had to be
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left unvisited by me. And so, Thou Divine Spirit, would
I still be led by Thee. Still there come to me disappointed
prospects of usefulness. Today the door seems to open
into life and work for Thee; tomorrow it closes before
me just as I am about to enter. Teach me to see another
door in the very inaction of the hour. Help me to find in
the very prohibition thus to serve Thee, a new opening
into Thy service. Inspire me with the knowledge that a
man may at times be called to do his duty by doing nothing, to work by keeping still, to serve by waiting. When
•I remember the power of the "still small voice," I shall
'not murmur that sometimes the Spirit suffers me not
to go.—Geo. Matheson, D. D.
"He went out, not knowing whither he went"
(Heb. 11:8.).
It is faith without sight. When we can see, it is not
faith, but reasoning. In crossing the Atlantic we observed this very principle of faith. We saw no path upon
the sea, nor sign of the shore. And yet day by day we
were marking our path upon the chart as exactly as if
there had followed us a great chalk line upon the sea.
And when we came within twenty miles of land, we knew
where we were as exactly as if we had seen it all 3,000
miles ahead. How had we measured and marked our
course? Day by day our captain had taken his instru^
ments and, looking up to the sky, had fixed his course by
the sun. He was sailing by the heavenly, not the earthly
lights. So faith looks up and sails on, by God's great Sun,
not seeing one shore line or earthly lighthouse or path upon the way. Often its steps seem to lead into utter uncertainty ,* and even darkness and disaster; but He opens
the way, and often makes such midnight hours the very
gates of day. Let us go forth this day, not knowing, but
trusting.—Days of Heaven upon Earth.
"There we shall see His face,
And never, never sin,
There from the riches of His grace,
Drink endless pleasures in!"
It will lighten all the toils of the way if you remember that He awaits your coming. A little boy sat quietly
in the corner of a seat in a car, on a hot and very dusty
day, traveling mile after mile. He was alone, and patiently
watched the fields and fences hurrying by. A motherly old
soul saw the little fellow, and in pure sympathy she asked, "Are you not tired of the long journey and the dust
and the heat?" The lad looked up, and with a smile replied, "Yes, Ma'am, I am a little; but I don't mind it much,
because father is going to meet me when I get to the
end of it." So for you, Christian, the way grows brighter and brighter as you journey on. But it will be better
than ever when the brightness of the Father's face illuminates your last step, and Heaven is yours forever.
You have filled a humble place it may be; but hold on,
Heaven ha,s some glad surprises for humble folks.
"Mayhap the butterby this message brings:
'The law uncomprehended, I obey;
Although the lowliest of earth-bred things,
Even I have been reborn with urgent wings,
And heavenward fly—who crept but yesterday.' "
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Attention of General Conference Secretary.
CITY MISSIONS
Altoona Mission, in charge of Herman G.
and Laura Miller, 613 4th Ave., Altoona,
Pa.
Bethel Mission, in charge of Eld. and Sr.
D. E. Jennings, Sylvatus, Va.
Boston Mission, in charge of V. S. Bilezikian, 613 Mass. Ave., Boston, Mass.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., in charge
of Eld. and Sr. Earl Bossart.
Centre County Mission, in charge of Levi P.
and Lizzie M. Sheetz, Howard, Pa.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halstead St., in
charge of Sarah Bert and workers.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., in charge
of Eld. W. H. and Sr. Susie Boyer.
Des Moines, Iowa Mission, 1194 14th St., in
charge of Eld. H. W. Landis and wife.
Lancaster Mission, in charge of J. H. and
Barbara Martin and workers, 633 Manor
Street.
Philadelphia Mission in charge of Bish.
Wilbur Snider and wife, 3423 North
2nd Street.
San Francisco Mission, 3739 20th St., in
charge of Bish. J. H. Wagaman and wife.
Welland Mission, 36 Elizabeth St., Welland,
Ont., in charge of L. B. Shoalts and wife.
Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Grantham, Pa., in
charge of Anna Witmer and Emanuel
Haas and wife.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla., in charge
of Bro. and Sr. Thos. Ross.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge
of Sr. Katie Bollinger and Harvey W.
Hoke and wife.
Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of David H. and
Lottie Engle, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.
NAMES AND ADDRESSES
Foreign Missionaries
Africa
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and
Kansas.

Obituaries
GOOD—Brother Amos R. Good was born Sept. 5, 1866; died
February 18, 1923, aged 56 years, 5 months and 13 days, after a
short illness of pneumonia. He is survived by his wife and two
daughters, Mrs. Leah Shenk, Elizabethtown, and Edna Good,
Houston. Texas.
He was converted at middle age and united with the Brethren
in Christ Church of which he was a consistent member until his
death. Funeral services were held at the home 618 First Street,
Lancaster, Pa., and at the Elizabethtown M. H., conducted by
Bishop C. N. Hostetter and Elder Jacob N. Martin. Interment was
made in the Mount Tunnel cemetery.
FRENCH—Bro. Wm. H. French of Gormley, Ontario, was born
October 16th, 1873 departed this life December 7th, 1922 at the
home of his sister Mrs. Jas. Andrews of Toronto. He was married
to Mabel Sheffer in 1906. In January, 1913 he was saved and completely delivered from sin and same night returned home praising God, and hunted pipes, tobacco, etc., destroying all. He united
with the M. B. C. church in April of same year and was loyal to
his vows and faithful in attendance. Heretofore he seldom attended services but after conversion he attended both M. B. C. and
Tunker prayer meetings and all special efforts possible in a radius
of fifteen miles taking all he could along in his auto. His highest
delight was to see others coming to the Christ who had wrought
such a change in himself..
His last words were, "What a beautiful home."
He enjoyed
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Mrs. John A. Climenhaga, Mrs. Naomi
Lady, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, South
Africa.
Elder and Mrs. W. O. Winger, Elder Henry
H. Brubaker, Mrs. Sallie Doner, Miss
Mary Heisey, Miss Sadie Book, Miss
Annie Winger, Mtshabezi Mission, Private Bag, Bulawayo, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. H. J. Frey, P. O. Box 5,
Bulawayo, South Africa.
Elder and Mrs. J. L. Myers, Elder and Mrs.
Roy H. Mann, Miss Lila Coon, Macha
Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
Elder and Mrs. Myron Taylor, Miss Beulah Musser, Sikalonga Mission, Choma,
N. Rhodesia, South Africa.
India
D. E. and Lottie Rohrer, Supaul, B. &. N.
W. Ry., India.
Eld. C. E. and Ruth B. Heise, Anna M.
Steckley, Effie Rohrer, Dauram Madhipura, N. Bhagalpur, B. & N. W. Ry., India
Eld. H. L. and Katie Smith, Eld. A. D. M.
and Nellie Dick, Sr. Ruth Byer, Sr. Ella
Gayman, Saharsa, N. Bhagalpur Dist., B.
& N. W. Ry., India.
Home on Furlough
Eld. A. C. Winger, Upland, Cal.
Cora Alvis, Bridgeport, Okla.
Bishop and Mrs. H. P. Steigerwald, Upland, Cal.
Mrs. Hannah Baker, Stayner, Ontario.
Miss H. Frances Davidson, Auburn, Ind.
TREASURERS

OF THE DIFFERENT
BOARDS
Foreign Mission Board—S. G. Engle, 4014
Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa.
D. W. Heise, Gormley, Ontario, Canadian
Treasurer.
Home Mission—Abner Martin, Elizabethtown, Pa.
L. Shoalts, Wellandport, Ont., Canadian
Treasurer.
Beneficiary and Poor—D. R. Eyster, Thomas, Okla.
Executive Board—Amos Wolgemuth, Mt,
Joy, Pa.
Publication Board—Jesse Culp, Goshen,
Indiana, R. R. 6.
Sunday School Board—Wm. Page, Detroit,

the saints coming in and singing and praying with him and he
waited patiently for the Lord to take him home. Our loss is his
gain and while we miss him in our ranks yet know he is enjoying the bliss while we remain to fight the battle and help others
until Jesus comes for us. On Sunday, Dec. 10th a short service
was held at the home of his brother Geo. French of Gormley, then
at Fourth Line Church where services were conducted by Bro.
Bricker, assisted by Bro. Yates, S. Goudie, P. Steckley and Henry
Heise. Interment in Heise Hill cemetery.
One we loved has gone away;
Jesus called, he could not stay,
And though our herats are weary and sad,
There's a blessed thought that makes us glad
To think while here, he did his best
To help poor souls, who in sin distress
To the Saviour he led, where there is peace and rest;
And then Jesus said, "Your works well done,
Welcome, dear Will, to your heavenly home"
And now he is just where he longed to be,
Praising his Lord through eternity.

For the upright shall dwell in the land, and the perfect shall remain in it. Prov. 2:21.
The Lord thinketh upon me: thou art my help and
my deliverer. Psa. 40:17.
For the Lord will not forsake his people for his great
name's sake. 1 Sam. 12:22.
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CHICAGO MISSION
Our dear friends:
As mentioned in our last report, Bro. Byers returned to us
after the holidays and meetings were commenced January 2nd,
which continued nightly for over seven weeks. We are glad to report a time of blessing during these weeks of special services. Some
souls were saved and many received special blessing in their lives.
The bright conversions of some young people brought special joy
to our hearts and their testimonies have been a real source of encouragement to us. We baptized two young men on Sunday, February 17th, they and a sister joining with us in church fellowship on
the same day. What a wonderful experience to be turned from
"darkness to light and from the power of satan unto God."
Some of the people who come to the Mission are interesting
characters. One woman has been attending the meetings who appeared very strange. She came to the altar only after a conflict was she able to pray. The other evening she again came for
prayer and told us she was a habitual user of morphine, the doctor
telling her she used enough to kill ten persons not accustomed to it.
After a time of intercession it was remarkable to hear her cry to
God and victory came. A few nights later while in the meeting
after she had given a sweet testimony of God's delivering power,
she fainted. After a time of prayer we decided to keep her over
night which we did for several days until victory came. She is
determined to be delivered, life or death from this awful slavery.
Pray for her. Another case, a woman came to the meetings telling a sister she was on her way to end her life in the lake. After
prayer and counsel the Lord changed her mind. (What a lie of
the devil, he says "end it all" when then only does the trouble begin). These are samples of some of the characters that come to
us. What histories, are in such lives. How we thank God for the
sure remedy for all sin, causing "old things to pass away and all
things to become new." Amen.
All the workers are well with the exception of Sister Elmo
Brechbill who has been afflicted with rheumatism for some weeks.
We are trusting the Lord for her complete recovery.
Since our last report we enjoyed a visit and fellowship of
our brother and sister Steigerwald for a week. We are kept busy
with eight weekly services and we covet most earnestly your prayers for us. Chicago's vice conditions are reported to be the worst
of any city; we hardly know who lives next door. Some of our
sisters holding services recently in a jail two miles away tell of
eighteen girls arrested, between sixteen and twenty years of age
taken in a raid the night before, and with whom they dealt. We
feel honored to raise the standard high that Jesus can save and
keep from sin.
We again thank all who have so nobly stood by the work here
both with their means and prayers.
In His love and fellowship,
The Workers.
Report for two months ending February 15, 1923
Balance on hand
$56.71
Receipts
Sr. Nelson, Morris, 111., $5.00; J. W. Hoover, Ont., $5.00; Zion
S. S., $30.50; G. $5.00; Sr. Miller, Lanark, 111. $2.00; Sr. McNeal,
Chambersburg, Pa., $5.00; A. D. Baker, Winnipeg, Can. $5.00; A.
Brubaker, Clayton Engle, Pa., $10.00; E. B., Chicago, $10.00; Sr.
Martin, Dixon, 111., $4.00; Samuel Bert, Detroit, Kans., $10.00; Abilene, Kans., congregation $25.00; Bethel S. S., Detroit, Kans., $9.93;
Harry Hoover, Detroit, Kans. $5.00; Y. P. $6.50 Mrs. Johnson,
Chicago, $2.00. Total $196.64.
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Expenditures
Provisions, $73.36; Gas $11.20; Electric Light $11.50; Sr. Light
$8.00; Household supplies $20.70. Total $124.76.
Christmas offerings to poor. Provisions, coal, etc., $20.00.
Balance $51.88.
Provisions donated—Delilah Kreider, Cora Albright, Shannon,
Illinois, Sr. Stump; Sr. Foote, Sr. Brechbill, Avilla, Ind., Sewing
circles; 'Bethel and Zion, Abilene, Kans., comforters and clothing.
We pray God's blessings on our dear co-workers who have
again so faithfully stood with us and made it possible to continue
the Lord's work at this place. Grace and peace be multiplied unto
you through the knowledge of God and of Jesus our Lord. 2 Pet.
1:2.
Sarah H. Bert and workers.
WAUKENA, CALIFORNIA NEWS NOTES
We are glad to report that the work of God at this place is
still moving on.
During the winter we have been favored with visits by our
brethren and sisters from other parts of the church, among them
being Bro. and Sr. C. O. Musser of Abilene, Kans. and Bro. and
Sr. A. J. Heise of Hamlin, Kansas. We much enjoyed their Christian and social fellowship.
On March 26th D. V. the California State Council will meet at
Waukena. Preceding this on Saturday and Sunday will be held
our regular spring love-feast. Any and all who are or will be in
reach of these meetings are heartily invited to enjoy them with us.
On Sunday, Febryuary 25 we were privileged to have with us
Bro. Jules Riff, Free Methodist missionary on furlough from
Africa. He is the brother who kindly and efficiently cared for our
work in Johannesburg during the first twelve months of Bro.
I. O. Lehman's visit to America. His vivid description of the work
at his station, was keenly enjoyed and appreciated and a new
interest in the converted native was stirred in some hearts at
least, for he told of some of the persecutions the natives must endure because of racial prejudice on the part of many Europeans in
that country. We were made to feel our responsibility in praying for those who are trying to struggle up and out of centuries of
heathen darkness, only to be hindered by some of the very ones
who should help them on.
Last but not least, we will mention our Sunday School. This is
a very interesting part of our work. Getting new members and
memorizing scripture portions are features the boys and girls
are taking quite an interest in. As a final reward for the getting of new S. S. members, some very neat and attractive framed
Bible pictures have been received by some of the children.
We are praying that a wave of salvation may come to this
place that precious souls may be found making their way to the
foot of the cross. Will you help us pray to this end?
»
Elizabeth Winger, Cor.
ELIZABETHTOWN, PA.
Revival services at Elizabethtown, Pa. began February 11th,
and continued until March 1st, Services were conducted by Bro.
Wilber Snyder of Phila, Pa. The meetings were well attended, with
very good interest, the efforts that Bro. Snyder put forth were
appreciated by all, the visible results were six souls saved, and
all believers encouraged. We trust that the seed which has been
sown may grow to a bountiful harvest.—Cor.
WANTED
Holy men, lifting up holy hands (1 Tim. 2:8).—
Holy women, who trust in God, being adorned with good works
(1 Pet. 3:5; 1 Tim. 2:9, 10.)
Parents, both righteous before God (Luke 1:6.)
Sons, as plants grown up in their youth, and daughters as
corner stones (Ps. 144:12.)
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Children, growing up before the Lord, and walking in the truth
(1 Sam. 2:21, 26; 3 John 4.)
Holy men, and women too, walking in the truth,
Daughters like to corner stones, sons grown up in youth,
Parents seeking heavenly wealth, earth's reproach and shame.
For the glory of the Lord, and His worthy Name!
Preachers telling forth the truth, living what they preach,
Shewing forth the grace of God by their life and speech,
Teachers, in God's doctrine sound, firm in faith as well,
Telling forth the words of life, how God saves from hell.
i

Youths and maidens who delight in the heavenly road,
Seeking not the things of earth, since redeemed by blood,
Little ones born from above, in their infant days,
Who will shew by grief at sin, that they love God's ways. •
Parents walking with the Lord, walking in His fear,
Shewing forth, in daily life, Christ the Lord is near,
Seeking to make manifest God's eternal love;
That they are redeemed from earth, born from heaven above.
/
Fathers, mothers, children, too, living for the Lord
In the home, and everywhere speaking of His word,
Happy in the narrow way, pilgrims on this earth,
Joyful in the Lord alway with a holy mirth.
Homes where God is honoured much, both by young and old
Who delight in all the truth, love it more than gold,
Finding things of earth a strain, heavenly things a joy,
Knowing satan cannot touch, nor their life destroy.
Children walking in the truth, happy in the Lord
Homes where all delight to live, just in one accord.
Waiting, watching, working, too, running in faith's race,
Till Christ conies and they shall see—see Him face to face.

TESTIMONY
Dear readers of the Visitor:
I feel lead of God, to magnify Him, thru the pages of the Visitor. I am so glad tonight that I can claim victory in Jesus. How
empty life is without real victory, in the soul. I find that the only
real, true peace and joy is by living a whole-hearted service for
Christ. A half hearted service cannot bring real joy. I praise Him
for the plain and narrow way. I'm glad He has lead me this way.
Some people may say its all form, others may say its influence,
but I know without a doubt, that God definitely lead me in these
plain paths and I could not be satisfied anywhere else. I count it
a privilege tonight to be a vessel set aside for Jesus' use.
When I entered training for a nurse, at the Carlisle Hospital
seventeen months ago, my heart was filled with Christ's love. I
had real victory, but I am sorry to say that I did not live a victorious life all the time. After I had been here some time and the
responsibilities were more numerous and pressing, I began putting these things first, thus crowding out the Christ life, which resulted in neglect of secret devotion, etc. Little by little the fire of
heavenly love began to die out in my heart. Pressed with the duties
which were before me from day to day, I really did not realize, at
first, how I was loosing out spiritually. As natural, when the
prayer life dies out other things come in and take their place. This
I found true in my own experience.
I began to keep silent and not take a definite stand against
things which I really felt were wrong. Foolishness, light-mindedness, etc., began to play a prominent part in my life. My friendship
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with the nurses of a worldly type became more intimate, and
Christ was almost entirely crowded out of my life.
I was not happy, although I pretended to be. There was no
peace and joy in my heart, nothing but remorse of conscience. In
this condition doubt began to predominate my whole being and 1
was miserable.
Realizing my condition, I began to, pray. God very definitely
showed me the evils such as pride, unwillingness, etc., which had
crept into my heart. With these, I battled about six weeks. At
last, tired of going on unsettled in my experience, I threw my
whole self on Christ. I did all I knew to do and was willing to do
anything He would show me and thru faith, in His word, 1 claimed
victory.
Tonight I know there is a deep settled peace in my soul. I
know Christ abides, and my whole desire is to let Him have His
way with me. My eyes, my lips, my tongue, my whole self, all I
am, all I ever hope to be is His forever. I praise Him for victory.
I know that several of God's children realized my spiritual
condition and were praying for me. I thank you for your prayers
and I would ask you to continue to remember me in your prayers.
In training, we have many discouraging things to face. At
times, the trials come thick and fast, yet we have an all-sufficient
Savior, who can keep. Praise His name.
Dear readers, as you read these few lines of testimony and
confession, may I ask you to place me upon your prayer list, pray
for me that God might keep me faithful. When I entered training,
I felt like it was God's leadings. I feel the same to-night. It was no
fault of Christs that I failed. Christ was faithful—I was unfaithful.
Tonight the prayer of my heart is "Lord keep my soul from day to
day, under the precious blood."
Your sister in Christ,
Miriam Steininger.

WHEN SHADES OF EVENING FALL
My friend, you often wonder,
As shadows longer grow,
Whether all your work and trials
The better side would show;
Or has it all been useless,
And death shall cast it's pall,
As night drops o'er the landscape,
When shades of evening fall.
Perhaps a word forgotten,
Perhaps a little song,
Perchance a smile of welcome
Has cheered some one along.
Your life has not been fruitless
Because you can't recall
Some noble act of greatness
When shades of evening fall.
If you have done your duty,
Tho' humble it may be;
If you your best have given,
"You gave it unto Me."
He knows your hearts deep longings,
And thus will judge it all:
Rest in His love, 0 sad one,
When shades of evening fall.
—F. C. Dodson. Selected by C. C. Dick.

"Hardness of heart and deadness of conscience is
the condition of the hardened sinner."
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A PEEP UNDERNEATH SCENES IN
CITY MISSION WORK
By J. H. Byer
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to him. Is he saved ? Not yet. Does a farmer expect to harvest corn without waiting for it to grow?
Again an entire strange woman drops into the meetings; continued coming, brings heavy conviction. She
enters the prayer room with a number of the saints, she
confesses being a slave to morphine and it having started when she was a child, and not responsible, she also
used strong drink. Compassion on hearts caused them
earnestly to plead with God on her behalf, as she, broken
heartediy calls on God, Jesus speaks peace to her soul,
and she leaves happy. Some days later she returns to
services, gives a blessed testimony, but before the service is over, she falls on the floor and soon writhes in
agony of pain. A circle of sympathizing saints gather
around her and do all they can for her comfort, and touchingly plead with God for her deliverance. Her condition
being caused by her refraining from the use of the
drug, which she promised God she would never touch.
She is tenderly carried up stairs, and placed in a comfortable bed, and room, and loving hands care for her,
in her dreadful writhings. Prayers ascend to God, and
after two days and nights, she is by loving care ready to
go to her own room. She has found friends although
she has no relatives of her own. After two days she returns and gives glorious testimony to the power of God
to keep her clean through His own precious blood. Does
it pay ? We refer you to Ma,tt. 25:34, 35.

Open your Bibles and read Matt. 25:34-46, taking
special note of verses 34, 35, 40, and you have the inspiration for this kind of work.
The writer has been in close touch with this work
here in Chicago for several months hence, I am moved to
write these thoughts.
The work was started over a quarter of a century
ago, by Brother Abram Myers of Freeport, 111., by God's
definite leadings. Although it had a very small beginning yet God has blest, and now after having three other
locations, it has a very advantageous position on Halstead street. This street is solidly built with business
houses and because of its throngs of people, is an ideal
location for a mission. To catch fish we must go where
the fish are. God in a wondrous way gave this location
in direct answer to prayer, to one of the workers who is
now at the head of the work.
We admire a great steam ship as we see her glide
majestically over the water, and upon close inspection
of her inside equipment and workings this admiration
increases. But with all this she would never move were
Another: At the altar service one eve as it began, an
there no sweat and dirt begrimed men in the hold. Coal,
water and oil must be supplied, and fires kept up even if it aged mother drops in, and earnestly request prayer for
is a hot dirty job. Then under the expert hand of her her son, who said he was tired of living, and was going
out to kill himself. Earnest petitions ascend; nothing is
enginner the vessel moves.
heard
till a month later when a telephone summons
So in mission work the power that God uses to move
comes
for prayer at his bed of sickness. A quick rethings is mostly hid away from the public eye. Problems
sponse
is made. After repeated visits, even as many as
that only God knows, or dare know are met by God, and
three
times
in one day, his heart breaks, he prays and
solved as He only can; and there, each individual worker
although
his
life has been very vile, yet joy comes, and
meets God and brings to Him their own need of special
help, and God uses them when pliable in his hands. he is happy in Him Who said, "neither do I condemn
Different dispositions and temperaments are blended in a thee, go and sin no more." His disease is not stayed,
beautiful whole, to work, with out friction. These things he is taken to the hospital. Repeated visits are made
are never openly seen, but are worked out in the secret to' the joy of his heart, but he is reaped by the grim reaprecess of each heart and life, often with travail of soul, er, was it worth while ? Who will say no ?
yet they are very necessary in successful and united
Still another. A woman this time. She comes in
work for God and souls. Then every phase of the work the hall, sits in a back seat. When spoken to she dewhether it be visiting, caring for the sick, scrubbing, clares she is done with life, every man's hand is against
washing, caring for the furnace or any other menial task her. She will end it all. She is taken into an upper room
is cheerfully done.
by one of the workers, and lovingly, and compassionately
A few examples of personal work. An intoxicated dealt with. Love wins, and she agrees not to carry out
man drops in, asks for seven cents for car fare. He is her intention for this time.
Dit it pay to save that soul from death, and give her
dealt with at length about his soul. He kneels with the
an
opportunity
to be saved?
workers, earnest prayer ascends to God. He prays, seems
cheered up, thanks the ones who were interested in him,
One more—Two aged widows eighty-six and eightyleaves his address and departs. The next morning, he is nine years of age, (one blind) live alone, no near relatives
visited. Hi's wife says he came home very drunk and was to care for them. Frequent visits are made, many times
arrested to be later sent to Bridewell city prison, where the word is read, and prayer is enjoyed; and coal is
sixteen hundred more unfortunate men are doing time. brought up from the basement for them.
But he is not given up, at the prison he is visited, when
They are blessed children of God. Shall not he who
he is sober. He seems pleased to have such an interest gives the cup of cold water to one of these little ones
shown in him and tracts, and a gospel of John are handed receive a reward? Yea, verily.
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We might multiply instances even in these few
months and this is not only in this city, but under the
same conditions and effort, will apply to other cities
with equal force.
A veritable heathen condition right in our midst,
and in a place where a work of this kind will largely support itself. Why then should it not be pushed in ever
widening circles, till its power is felt to the very extremity of this city. But we need to move only as fast
as God moves, but let us not lag, more especially, in view
of the sure, certain and soon coming of our Lord. Jesus said, "Say not ye there are four months, then cometh harvest? Behold I say, unto you, Lift up your eyes
and look on the fields for they are white already to harvest." John 4:35. This work is not only a church, it is
a home for all who attend services here, a place to which
they can come at any time, any day or night and pray
and receive spiritual help and advice. This they cannot
get elsewhere and in many cases their own homes are
such that the tendency is any thing else except helpful
to them in a spiritual way, and they thank God for this
light house to which they can resort from the awful
power of sin and satan in this wicked city. And this people altho poor in this world's goods are wonderful to
stand with the work, as far as their means will allow
and also in labor in the home. Many times they come in
to assist those whose labor is strenuous.
We might with profit yet, note before closing this
article, that during the life of this mission, two blessed
young men were picked out of sin, who are now most
blessedly used of God in the ministry of His word. These
young men are in a position to understand and meet the
problems of city mission work much better than others
who are not so situated. Besides those, there are a
number of others who in my opinion, will bear favorable
comparison with members in any part of the church, not
only in spirituality, but in separation from the world.
All these are precious jewels ready for our Savior's coming. And only eternity will reveal what God hath
wrought here in Chicago.
To Him be all the glory.
LIVE YOUR OWN CONVICTION
Do not stifle strong convictions
Founded on God's Holy Word
Even though men call them "notions,
Quite peculiar and absurd
Better be somewhat mistaken
Until better light you gain
Than to violate your conscience
Man's approval to obtain.
We'll be judged as individuals,
Each alone must stand or fall;
Each must live his own conviction
Living for the good of all
If you'd grow in grace and knowledge
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To the light you have be true:
Living first for God's approval
Others cannot live for you.
Others may have different problems
Such as you have never known
And their course must be determined
By convictions of their own,
Judge not hastily thy brother
By thy dim imperfect light
God, Who sees our inner motives
He alone can judge aright. —Sel. P. H. Doner.
EXCERPTS OF AN ADDRESS
William Jennings Bryan
"THE EASY YOKE'
Some introductory remarks:
"I have advocated things sometimes when they were
unpopular, and continued to advocate them until they became popular. I have never attempted to take up a subject until I thought the public was ready for it. I have
not waited until everybody was ready.
An amendment is more important than a presidential
office. It means much more to this country to have a
good amendment adopted than to occupy the White House
for four years.
A man who deals in stolen goods is just a little worse
than a man who steals. Money, is one of the. greatest
temptations that comes to man. The business man who
thinks that he can violate the Prohibition law without encouraging lawlessness and violation of other laws ought to
think again. Whenever a banker decides that he will
patronize a bootlegger, he had better get another watch
for his bank. Within the next year, it will be interesting
to hear some preachers tell why they are not willing to
sign the pledge, and to hear some deacons and elders and
trustees explain why they are not willing to sign the
pledge. Back in 1915, I made a speech in New York
City, and a Presbyterian preacher told me that he had difficulty in getting his church interested in a total abstinence pledge for he didn't have an elder that didn't drink.
How can we bring the Kingdom of God on earth with
tippling elders.
Prohibition did not start with the plutocrats. It started in the country. It came from the agricultural districts
where there are no plutocrats.
If the President and his cabinet will sign a total abstinence pledge, it will have more effect than anything
else to correct the impression which Europe has of this
country as regards Prohibition."
Further introductory remarks:
"I do not object to being called a visionary, for 'where
there is no vision, the people perish.' I sometimes have
been called a dreamer. A few years ago there was an attack on me—several different men said I was a dreamer.
After several called me a dreamer, I knew my word would
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not be much against their united indictment, and then I
confessed. I found that the most distinguished dreamer
in the Bible history was Joseph. Because he had dreams
and told them to his brothers, they hated him. When
the merchants got thru with him, they thought he would
cease to be of any importance. That is, they turned him
over to the business men, and thought they had gotten
rid of their dreamer brother. When they got to Egypt,
they found their dreamer brother, and he had the 'corn'.
I find it isn't so bad-to be a dreamer if you have the 'corn.'
"If you take what I have to say on any subject, you
will find that it is not suspended in the air. I always build
to a fundamental principle.
"The man who is disturbing the peace is the man
who is attacking the Bible. When I say I believe in God,
that is the fundamental thing. I am saying what anybody who ever lived who ever amounted to anything said.
When I say I believe in the Bible, I am saying what hundreds of millions have said; and when I defend Christ as
the Son of God, when I defend his deity when I say thac
I believe he was conceived of the Holy Ghost and born of
the virgin Mary, I am simply saying what the apostles
said, and what millions have said for centuries, and when
man says that Christ was conceived by a man whose ancestor was an ape, let him prove it. He's a man who is
disturbing the peace—I am not doing it. I am defending
that which has been, and that which is, and that which
shall be, and if anybody thinks that I am lonesome in my
defense, let me say that for the first time in my life I am
on the side of the majority to begin with.
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boy to wear a last year's suit, and see what kind of yoke
it makes. That yoke of society, the social yoke, the fashion yoke, is binding on the boy and girl. No matter
what the mother tells the girl, she is more afraid of the
criticism of the girls when she wears a short skirt when
long skirts are being worn than anything else. There's
custom.
"Then there's law. A boy says he will get an automobile. Father has promised me an automobile. I am looking forward to the time when I will be a man and run the
automobile. He gets a little pamphlet with it, and that
little pamphlet tells him the regulations. He finds that
he cannot go faster than a certain speed, that he cannot
park only for such a time; it must be fifteen feet at least
from any fire plug. He cannot go on a certain street except one way, and by the time he reads what he cannot
do, with an automobile, says 'what's the use of having
one?' That's the yoke of law. The young man thinks
that his father's yoke is an irksome yoke. We have a
case of it.

"I do not know if you feel as I do about the 'Prodigal
Son.' Greatest story ever written. No story ever written fits in to so many lives, in the lives of so large a
percentage of the boys and girls of- all channels. It describes the natural impulse in every life. A child comes
into the world dependent. He has to do the things it is
told to do, but there is a time when the manhood and
womanhood take the place of the girlhood and the boyhood, and there is a transmission, and in that change
from the spirit of dependence to independence, which is
"Nine-tenths of all people who call themselves Chris- absolutely necessary, your child becomes independent.
tian people believe that man was made in the image of No matter how you dislike to have that independence asGod, and have never had any sympathy with the monkey sert itself, it must come, and in that period the child nadoctrine. If I am going to argue with man about a thing turally gets an exalted idea of his ability. The boy that
that he ought to do, I do not commence. My fundamental age thinks he knows more than he ever does know. His
proposition is that men must live. If I am going to talk egotism i's more than 100%. After a while he comes
about food, I say they must have food to live. Everything down, but he reaches the peak at this time.
I trace back to something that cannot be disputed, and
"The prodigal son went down. I am awfully glad it
when I come to the proposition that they have all got
tells about a father instead of a mother. We have lots of
to admit, then I proceed to reason. You cannot reason
stories that tell us about the mother's interest in a child,
with a man until you find some proposition on which you
but there are not many stories that tell us about a faagree. I always go back to something on which we can
ther's interest in a child. The time came when that boy
agree, and some things go back a good ways.
asserted .his independence. I think the Bible does not
" 'But,' you say, 'Why any yoke?' Now if we have tell us what hour of the day he asked for his rights, but
to wear a yoke, we are looking for the easiest. If you I venture to say it was in the forenoon. 'Now, my father
didn't have to wear any at all, it might be useless for me thinks he knows everything, but the day is coming when
to talk. When I say the 'easy yoke,' I want to commence I am going to be free,' and I do not think it was long afwith the proposition that we all wear one.
ter his legal authority asserted itself before asked his fa"Before the parental yoke is taken off the child, the ther about that division. He thought he knew how much
legal yoke is put on. While the child is a minor, the par- was coming to him, and he wanted it right away. So he
ent is responsible for the child, generally speaking. When said, 'Father, I am ready.' Father, knowing that his
the child becomes of age, the parental yoke ceases to exist. power to restrain had reached its limit, gave him his
"A yoke might seem irksome to us, but we might portion, and you can imagine how the boy looked. Every
just as well make up our mind that we are going to wear boy around there who wanted to have a good time knew
some yokes. The parental yoke is nothing as compared by instinct when that boy became of age. Just as soon
with the social. Take a young man entering society, as he got his money, the rich friends came to him, and
and there is an invisible written law that he will obey, that what a time they had! They had what the boys call a
is more binding than any of his parents. You try to get a good time, These boys were with him all the time. Did
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ing for followers. He saw there that there was one
thing uppermost. The thing on the throne in that youngman's life was his money. Christ put His finger on the sore
spot. The young man went away sorrowing. He was in
the presence of the Savior—in the limelight—just a minute. In a moment we just see his back as he goes out into oblivion.
"But look at this young man. He was a spendthrift.
And what absut-^him? He comes back repentant. The
father gives him a banquet, and the 'last we see of that
converted spendthrift, the father is beside himself with
joy. 'My son who was dead is alive again.' He had gotten
tired of his father's yoke, but was mighty glad to come
back.
"I want to tell you that we have got to wear a yoke—
somebody's yoke. You cannot find a steer in this country
six years old who has not a yoke about his neck; they
kill him at four if he doesn't learn to wear a yoke about
his neck. Therefore, you fatten him and you kill him
unless he has learned to wear the yoke. If he learns to
wear the yoke before four years are up, he may live to
a ripe old age. The yoke is the spice of life.
A man came up and said two steers were working one
"It would be well if people came to themselves day, and they came in of an evening, after a hard days
earlier. He put it off as long as he could, but finally came pull. One said, 'I am getting tired of this working every
to himself. When he came to himself he said, 'I am day. I'm not going to go out tomorrow. I'm just going to
not going to ask to be a, son again, but maybe a hired lay around.' At night, when the other steer came home
man.'
the lazy one said, 'Did your master say anything about
"Some people have an idea that it takes a long time me today?' 'No, he said, T will rest tomorrow too.' Secto he converted. It would have been a very unkind God ond night, 'Did the master say anything about me today?'
that makes it harder to turn to the right than to the 'Not exactly; he didn't mention your name but I rememleft. The decision to steal is made in ah instant, and so ber he did say that he was going to stop at the butcher
with the decision to murder. A man may cherish re- shop tomorrow morning.'
venge in his heart, but it takes just an instant to decide
We have got to wear a, yoke. It is the spice of life.
to kill and so it took that boy a good while to go over the There's Christ's yoke and the devil's yoke. If you could
get rid of both of them, some might be willing to dodge.
whole ground.
"But it took only a moment to say, 'I will arise and You can't get away from the yoke. You must choose. The
go to my father.' And then he started back and took a devils yoke is always offered to you with a promise of
very different journey than going down. He knew that pleasure. He never comes to you and asks you to suffer.
he deserved to have criticism and scoldings, but he didn't Did he ever come and say, 'you come and drink and die
know that father. He could not imagine how father of the delirium tremens ?' He never talks about drunkenwould feel. It never occurred to him that all the time the ness. He never talks about these things. Just come and
father had been thinking of him. The father, tho unable get invigorated. The devil never presents the end. It is
to think where the boy was, was planning what he would the beginning. Did the devil ever take one who wanted
do if he came back, and when the boy got within sight to wear his yoke to Monte Carlo and give him the staof his father's house, he saw the father coming out to tistics on suicide? In Iowa a year ago the statistics
meet him, and the father didn't have a, word of scolding. showed that ten bankers had committed suicide within a
He was too happy. He put the best robe upon him. The radius of 200 miles. Does the' devil ever say that?
boy didn't expect that. The boy had never thought of it. No. no. The devil always commences with pleasure, but
It never occurred to him about a fatted calf. The friends it ends in. destruction. No matter what time the clock
were called in. To you know how the picture lives it?. says, it's noon. It is never as light afterwards. You are
Have you ever contrasted that picture with the picture of going towards the night. You are in a forest and you
the rich young man? This young man had a, blameless never get out.
life and came to Christ, expressing a desire to follow him,
"About Christ's yoke. He doesn't deceive. He doesn't
and wcndered what was necessary. When Christ mention- say come and wear my yoke and have a good time. And
ed the Commandments, he said he had kept them from yet you have the best time. 'Take my yoke upon you and
his youth up. If Christ wanted followers of influence, he learn of me." Duty is a bigger word than pleasure. The
could have said 'you come right along.' But he wasn't look- world has been a long time fighting for rights, and some

you ever hear the brewer's eulogy of a patron at the patron's grave? The brewer said, 'To what shall we compare our friend ? To the stars ? No, the stars are far away,
but he was ever near. To the sun? No, we see the sun in
the daytime, and we saw him day and night. To the
moon? No, the moon is full only once a month, but he
was full every night.'
"He wasted his substance in riotous living, and when
the last dollar was gone, if he could have exchanged it
for marks or for francs, he might have got down a little
lower, but when the la,st dollar was gone, his friends also
had the instinct to know when it was gone. Then he
had to go to work. After a man gets through spending
what his father leaves, he is not as fit for a job as he
was before, and he had to take anything he found. Feeding hogs was the lowest form of work of the day. Then
he had time to think. He had no time to think when the
boys were with him. The boys didn't give him much, and
before he got to thinking again, the boys came, but when
he got to feeding hogs, he got to thinking. He began to
consider and to compare. It says, 'In my father's house
the servants have food, and here I, the son, have to satisfy myself with husks.'
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people will describe salvation as measured by the secufFIVE MINUTES AFTER I DIE
ity which is bought with silver rights. I affirm that respect for the rights of others is higher than any interest
in your own life. But duty is a bigger word than rights, Loved ones will weep o'er my silent face,
and never can you waive your duty.
Dear ones will clasp me in sad embrace,
"Christ's yoke begins with duty and ends with de- Shadows and darkness will fill the place,
light. It begins with duty and ends with blessedness.
Five minutes after I die.
'Blessed are the pure in heart for they shall see God.' Faces of sorrow I will never see,
No matter what time you put on Christ's yoke, look at Voices that murmur will not reach me,
the clock but don't pay any attention to what the figures But where, oh! where will my spirit be ?
say. It is always morning, and grows brighter and
Five minutes after I die.
brighter all the time.
"Are you going to take the yoke that is easy and the Here I have rested and roved and ranged,
burden light? That's Christ's doctrine. He has given us Here I have cherished and grown estranged,
There and then it will all be changed,
a moral code that shall stand through all time.
"If anybody tells you that Christ was just a man,
Five minutes after I die.
don't believe it. Some preachers do. Some preachers think Naught to repair the good I lack,
he was a very good man, considering the opportunities Fixed to the good my chosen track,
he had, but if he just knew what we know, how much bet- No room to repent, no turning back,
ter he would be. Some preachers pick out and tell what
Five minutes after I die.
is truly worth telling. Christ was a better judge of what
is good than the preacher, some of them today who think Now I can stifle conviction stirred,
they have had more opportunity. Christ has given us a Now I can silence the voice oft heard,
code nothing like it. Look all through the past—there Then the fulfillment of God's sure word,
is no code like his code. All the time since, there has
Five minutes after I die.
been no code like his code.
Mated for ages with my chosen throng,
"We have come out of a war. Ten years ago we would Long is eternity, oh! so long
not have thought it possible. Thirty million human lives Then woe is me if my soul is wrong
Five minutes after I die.
were lost. Three hundreds of billions of dollars of property was destroyed. Burned up in war. And today the
world is struggling under a weight six times as big as Oh! what a fool, hard the words, but true,
the debt it carried when the first shot was fired. Edu- Passing the Saviour with death in view,
cated men, the best educated men of the land, were en- Doing the deeds I can never undo,
gaged in building battleships and distinguished scienFive minutes after I die.
tists were mixing poisonous gases. Now the world looks If I am flinging a fortune away,
down from the verge of an abyss, and the only hope of If I am wasting salvation day
the world is. peace—the only hope is the abolition of "Just is my sentence" my soul shall say,
war—to take off the devil's yoke and turn to the One in
Five minutes after I die.
the carpenter shop.
"Isn't it something to know that the same Christ Thanks be to Jesus for pardon free
who could ease the burden on every heart and enter into He paid my debt on Mount Calvary's tree;
every human heart and bring peace there, is the same Paradise gates will enfold even me,
Five minutes after I die.
Christ and the only One that can bring peace to man; and
Oh!
marvelous
grace
that has rescued me,
man to a community and community to a nation, and naOh!
joyous
moment
when
Jesus I see,
tion throughout the world. Every heart is longing for
Oh!
happy
day
when
like
him
I'll be.
peace, and all the elements are longing for peace, and
Five
minutes
after
I die.
waiting for that anthem that can be sung in every tongue.
On earth peace toward men.'
Selected by F. Hisey, Stayner, Ont.
"Business men, I am glad to speak to you of the
'easy yoke.' It is the only easy yoke, and it is just as
SEEN IN A BETTER LIGHT
good for the employee as the employer. This yoke of
Christ's is so made that it can be adjusted to any neck.
It can be adjusted to those in high places and to those
~ The young woman sat sewing in a cool and shaded
in low places. It is the only yoke that we all can wear, sitting room. She was in doubt as to which was the right
and when it is all put on, Christ's yoke, it will be easy side of the material which she had basted together She
tor us all. We shall then be able to lift ourselves and lift appealed to the members of the family who were preshumamty with us to the high place where God would ent. After some deliberation they all agreed on what
have us be.
t h e y . b e i i e v e d w a s t h e r i g h t gWe_
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The young woman went on with her sewing, but in
the morning when she carried the dress into a room on
the sunny side of the house she saw that she had made
it wrong side out. If, in the beginning, she had carried it
into a better light, she would not have had to rip the
dress and make it over.

.12. The New Theology sets its hope of the future on
man's civilization; the Old Theology sets its hope on
Christ's coming and Kingdom, spiritually existent to-day
in men's hearts, actual and gloriously so in a future day
in all the earth.

MODERNISM

SAVED BY A SONG

Hence do we devoutly pray, "Thy Kingdom Come:
In all our perplexities the best thing to do is to take Thy Will be Done on Earth as it is in Heaven."
them into a better light. A few minutes spent in prayer
The above is reprinted from "China's Millions"—the
with our heavenly Father will enable us to see the puzofficial
organ of the China Inland Mission.
zling problems in a clearer atmosphere.—Queen Garden.

Twelve Points of Difference Between the Old and New
Theology.

Recently there was related in my hearing the story
of a young Christian soldier who at one time was left
alone at his post of duty. While thus situated a strange
feeling came over him, a,s if something were going to
1. The New Theology says, the Bible contains the happen, and he felt indeed very lonely. So he started to
Word of God; the Old Theology says, the Bible is the sing that song, "Jesus, Lover of My Soul." He kept on
Word of God—the Word judging man, rather than man singing till he came to the last stanza, "Cover my dejudging the Word.
fenseless head." After he was through singing a calm
2. The New Theology says, Jesus Christ is a son of peace came over him and he felt relieved.
God; the Old Theology says Jesus Christ is the Son of
Some time later he attended a reunion for ConfederGod.
ate and Union soldiers. At this meeting he arose and told
3. The New Theology says, the birth of Jesus was of this instance. When he was through speaking, a
natural; the Old Theology says, the birth of Jesus was Confederate soldier got up and with great emotion told
supernatural.
how that he had his gun ready to shoot him that night,
4. The New Theology says, the death of Jesus but as he wa,s ready to shoot this young man started to
Christ was exemplary; the Old Theology says, the death sing, so he thought he would let him finish the song first,
of Jesus Christ was expiatory.
but when he sang, "Cover my defenseless head," he de5. The New Theology says, the life of Christ is the cided not to shoot. Thus his life was spared.
life He lived here on earth; the Old Theology says, the
As I listened to this my heart was touched. I thot
true life of Christ is also the life He is living for us at
"How wonderful are the ways God has of taking care of
the Throne.
his people." I also thought, "If we could only sing in time
6. The New Theology says, character is built up, of threatening danger or trial, how many anxious molike Babel, from beneath; the Old Theology says, real ments we should be spared!"
and lasting character is something that comes down, like
Dear one, are you standing alone for God in your
the New Jerusalem, from above.
home,
or perhaps in your community? Does it seem at
7. The New Theology says, man is the product of
times
that
everybody is against you, and do you ever
evolution; the Old Theology says, man is God's special
feel
as
if
something
terrible is going to happen ? Possibly
creation.
you
have
been
in
such
a place and you did not know what
8. The New Theology says, man is the unfortunate
to
do,
but
you
got
through
it some way. If ever you
victim of environment; the Old Theology says, man is an
find yourself in such a place again, try to sing some comactual sinner, fallen and utterly lost.
forting song or pray to God for strength to bear up under
9. The New Theology says, man is justified by
such occasions. God will never fail you and the result
works of his own; the Old Theology says, man is justified
will be that that same sweet peace that came over this
by faith in the Atoning Blood of Christ.
young soldier will come over you, and you will find your10. The New Theology says, the new life and na- self more than a conqueror through Jesus Christ.
ture of Christianity comes by natural -development of the
best that is in us; the Old Theology says, it comes by
miraculous regeneration and sanctification through the
Take care of your character and your reputation will
Holy Spirit.
take care of itself.
11. The New Theology says, the Gospel was sent to
In tha,t he himself hath suffered being tempted, he is
savo the world; the Old Theology says, the Gospel was
able
to succour them that are tempted. Heb. 2:18.
sent to save men out of the world.

